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With 512 full color pages and 1120 full color photographs and illustrations, Marijuana
Horticulture: The Indoor/Outdoor Medical Grower's Bible may be the most complete cultivation
reserve available. The Fifth Edition of the previous Indoor Marijuana Horticulture: The Indoor
Bible was originally released in 1983, when it immediately became a best vendor. New
greenhouse and outdoor growing chapters make this a book both interior and outdoor growers
will keep under thumb. A lot more than 500,000 copies of the Indoor Bible are on the net in
Dutch, English, French, German and Spanish. For instance, Dr. The other 15 chapters (17 total) are
all updated with the most current information, totally rewritten and significantly extended. John
McPartland contributed an all new medical section - The books credits list more than 300
contributors and reads like a who's who in the world of cannabis cultivation.
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Excellence in word form! With that said it has everything you need to know, especially from the
perspective of someone knowing next to nothing, but at times it left me seeking more in depth
information on certain subject matter... This book ought to be used as a guideline to assist you
learn and understand, but not to learn how to do items. To get around this, I went through each
chapter and bookmarked it on the way..The author is on point with it. You can't go wrong with
this reserve! If you are the type that adores curling up with some nonfiction, informational text,
this is it. Outdated and obsolete. I am also impressed with the colour coded corporation, quality
of the printing and pictures, and overall flawless composing of the book. Pictures are confusing
sometimes. It wasn't. They appear exactly the same though.In all honesty, if the internet didn't
exist, this reserve will be a God's gift. Since we do have the energy of the internet, this book is
incredibly obsolete. Not worth enough time and cash. I read it cover to cover in hopes of getting
lucky and selecting something out that I don't already know from the web. Outdated but has
some good info Lots of good information but alot of outdated advice. Must be up to date.
MH/HPS or LED or COB?. Finally, a grow book with information on outdoor planting/grow.!. For
example: 2 different images that say pic 1 is clear trichomes while pic 2 is milky.. Once finished, I
can then choose the publication marks and the many chapters marked are actually available to
me.That is an extremely thorough book on the topic of marijuana growing.Extremely detailed to
the T. Knowledge comes from doing, not from reading. Different strains will respond to different
influences. Are you growing indoor or outdoor? Many myths are offered as facts. Great
publication with a lot of easily digestible information with . Are you using CO2? And so forth and
so on.. My only want was for the publication to be indexed. With that said, this book is a great
companion piece for easy reference. A True Bible I have everything I have to know right before
me in the beautiful book without having to look at a great deal of different other books and
webpages to get the same information. Book is incredibly outdated.This book I'd compare to a
textbook. I purchased this as a gift and had the opportunity to look through it prior to the actual
gifting. This review also originates from the feedback I received from my friend.PROS:
Thoroughness of content material, pictures,CONS: Kindle version is not indexed (at the time of
this review) horticulture There will be someone who has more information, or a different
perspective. This covers the full spectrum of growing arranged ups, from little space to industrial
size outdoor operations. That is pure, raw understanding that contains a multitude of graphs
and data to help you determine your needs, and what results you could get. Similar to a
Textbook than a Bible! It offers more than enough info and presented in a very plain,
informational way. There are certainly various other books that may cover growing in a more
simple, how-to guide style, cutting out lots of what some would consider unneeded information.
Cash well spent. What nutrients are you using (if you're using)? Great, comprehensive book!
Great reserve with a lot of easily digestible information with high quality pictures..com THE
BUILDING BLOCKS to success , look within my buds The best thing I possibly could have ever
purchased being a first time farmer !.. minus the misguided opinions of the much less
experienced. That is my first book which has anything to do with cannabis, in fact it is perfect. Its
an excellent source of information and a good place to start if nothing else. Best book about
them Best information to marijuana cultivation I've found to date 10/10 I love everything about
this book! Plenty of useful information for first-time growing!I purchased this reserve for the
Kindle. From germination stage, how to clone, soil, nutrients, lights, indoor/ outdoor. WOULD
reccomend Excellent resource If you follow the guidelines in this book you will have a great
hydroponic harvest good book use it when I'm stumped. I like the book Really informative, but
again everything in this book and more can be found on grasscity. It sensed like all of the info I



have scoured the net for, however in one well organized place. Look at my Crop ! Three Stars
Good book Very informative Another great book
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